DAILY ITINERARY  *Subject to change*

Friday, April 27 – Arrival Day

ALL DAY  Arrivals into Santa Fe Municipal Airport and Albuquerque International Sunport
*Taxi, shuttle or rental car to the Inn & Spa at Loretto

4 PM  Check in time at the Hotel

**Optional Pre-Dinner Activity**

5:45 PM  Depart Hotel

6 PM  **James Drake Book Signing and Reception** (Event from 5:30-7:30 PM)
Radius Books is hosting a wine reception and book signing celebrating artist James Drake’s new book *Red Drawings & White Cut-outs*. The store will also feature a small showing of James' work as well, and members from the Board from Site Santa Fe are also invited to attend the event. Those who wish to join us at the book signing can meet in the lobby and walk over together – the book store is located just around the corner from our hotel.

7:10 PM  For those not attending the book signing, meet in Hotel Lobby

7:15 PM  Depart Hotel for restaurant

7:20 PM  Bus picks up from Radius Books

7:30 PM  **Group Dinner at The Compound**
Award-winning restaurateur, Chef Mark Kiffin, has revitalized The Compound Restaurant, a renowned restaurant at the cultural center of Santa Fe. Featuring Contemporary American cuisine utilizing classic, Southwestern ingredients, and an extensive French and rare wine list, this is one of the top-rated fine dining restaurants in the city.

9:30 PM  Bus returns to Hotel

Saturday, April 28

Enjoy complimentary breakfast between 7 AM - 11 AM via in-room dining or at the hotel’s restaurant, Luminaria – be sure to let them know you are with the MCASD Group. You can select from either the Full Continental Breakfast (Seasonal Fruit, Assorted Warm Danish and Muffins, Assorted Jams and Fruit Preserves, Organic Granola and Yogurt, Whole, 2% and Skim Milk, Fruit Juices, Fresh Brewed Coffee) or the American Breakfast (Two Farm Fresh Organic Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage, Breakfast Potatoes, Toast, Juice, Coffee). When presented with the bill, please sign this to your room number and it will be billed to our MCASD House Account.

10:50 AM  Bus departs Hotel for SITE Santa Fe

11 AM  Tour **SITE Santa Fe** with Director Irene Hofman
SITE Santa Fe is a dynamic platform for the production and presentation of artistic and curatorial innovation. The current exhibition on view is:

**Time-Lapse**

*Time-Lapse* challenges the notion that an exhibition is a fixed entity with artworks that remain consistent throughout the time the exhibition is on view. *Time-Lapse* explores the possibility of a more dynamic exhibition environment by including artworks that change over time and utilizing curatorial structures that are based on change. With hourly, daily, and weekly alterations to the works in the show, no two days of *Time-Lapse* will be the same. Questioning the nature of time is a subtext for some of the works in the exhibition; other works question the nature of current curatorial practice by exploiting alternative time-based exhibition platforms such as the performance series or the Internet.

12 PM  Bus departs for restaurant

12:15 PM  Lunch at **Vinaigrette**

Vinaigrette is a chic and green Santa Fe bistro that raises the “salad bar” with bold and delicious entrée salads. The restaurant features their own farm, which provides 70% of the produce served. The perfect setting for a light lunch, farm-to-table style.

2 PM  Bus departs restaurant for Gallery Walk

2:15 PM  Tour **TAI Gallery of Textile Arts**

TAI Gallery/Textile Arts is one of the world’s finest galleries featuring the art of traditional textiles and Japanese bamboo art. Since 1978, owners Mary Hunt Kahlenberg and Robert T. Coffland have hosted this selective gallery, combining her renowned knowledge of the field with his contemporary art sensibility to offer visually dazzling, museum quality textiles and bamboo art from around the world. In 2006 TAI added the field of contemporary Japanese photography to its collections. TAI Gallery/Textile Arts exhibits at art fairs in New York, Chicago, San Francisco, and London.


2:45 PM  Walk to James Kelly Gallery

2:50 PM  Tour **James Kelly Gallery**

James Kelly Contemporary’s program is based on exhibiting established and emerging post-war artists from the United States and Europe. The gallery is unique in the Southwest region in its ability to mount museum quality shows by international artists. At the same time, James Kelly Contemporary benefits from its deep ties to the region. The inaugural exhibition in 1998 focused on the work of four major artists who were then all living in the Santa Fe region:
Agnes Martin, Bruce Nauman, Susan Rothenberg and Richard Tuttle. The current exhibition on view is:

**Bill Jacobson: Place (Series)**
This exhibition features eight images from Jacobson’s series Place (Series); in the rear gallery there is a small selection of earlier work made between 1995 and 2008. Jacobson sums up his work as follows: “Inherent throughout my practice is the dialogue between absence and presence, the constant fading of history, and the vagaries of perception. In each body of work there are references to our individual and collective memories, and the various ways we hold on to some images while, over time, are letting go of others. For the past two and a half years, during two residencies at MacDowell and in my Brooklyn studio, I’ve been working on a new group of photographs titled Place (Series). They are the result of inserting rectangles of various sizes and surfaces in both constructed and natural settings. Ideally, they question what is ‘real’ and what is ‘abstract’, while suggesting that the notion of place, and the act of placing, come from choice, and desire.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>Walk to Charlotte Jackson Fine Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:40 PM</td>
<td>Tour Charlotte Jackson Fine Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Charlotte Jackson Gallery features Contemporary American and European Art, specializing in monochrome, concrete, light &amp; space, modernism and color field painting. The current exhibition on view is:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Dialogues in Steel: Elliot Norquist, Jeremy Thomas</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sculptors, particularly those who work in various metals, must anticipate every bend, crease, cut and weld. That the raw material at times informs the shape of the finished piece rather than yielding to the will of the artist’s hand isn’t lost on Elliot Norquist or Jeremy Thomas; two artists who have spent the majority of their careers in conversation with the feral material into seemingly effortless forms. “Dialogues in Steel,” is the first collaborative show between the two.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Dialogues in Steel,” is a moment is the lives of these two artists reconnecting in their ongoing conversation about pushing metal into broader landscapes. “Dialogues in Steel,” pairs two primary architects in the world of contemporary sculpture. Norquist creates works of high sophistication and abstraction; it is a kind of contemplative minimalism. Norquist’s work dances between a series of contraries: the circle in the square, the simple in the complex, the personal in the abstract, the natural in what is man-made. Shape and color are all important. A square with a circle cut from the center, a circle with a square cut. Norquist uses the sparest of visual vocabularies. Color and shape must retain their integrity and yet merge to become art. Norquist describes this precarious walk through contraries in an elegant way.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10 PM</td>
<td>Bus departs for Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>Time on your own</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:10 PM</td>
<td>Depart Hotel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART SAN DIEGO
Contemporary Collectors’ Trip, Santa Fe
April 27 - May 1, 2012

6:30 PM  Private Collection Tour and Supper at Marilynn and Carl Thoma Residence
9:30 PM  Bus returns to Hotel

Sunday, April 29
Enjoy complimentary breakfast between 7 AM - 11 AM via in-room dining or at the hotel’s restaurant, Luminaria – be sure to let them know you are with the MCASD Group. You can select from either the Full Continental Breakfast (Seasonal Fruit, Assorted Warm Danish and Muffins, Assorted Jams and Fruit Preserves, Organic Granola and Yogurt, Whole, 2% and Skim Milk, Fruit Juices, Fresh Brewed Coffee) or the American Breakfast (Two Farm Fresh Organic Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage, Breakfast Potatoes, Toast, Juice, Coffee). When presented with the bill, please sign this to your room number and it will be billed to our MCASD House Account.

10:40 AM  Depart Hotel
11 AM  James Drake Studio Tour
12:30 PM  Depart Studio
12:45 PM  Brunch at Santacafé
2:45 PM  Depart restaurant
3 PM  Tour Marlene Meyerson’s Private Collection
4 PM  Depart for Klein Residence
4:15 PM  Tour Jeanne Klein's Private Collection with Wine Reception and Light Snacks
5:45/6 PM  Bus departs for Hotel
Evening  Dinner on your own

RECOMMENDED RESTAURANTS
Azur – 428 Agua Fria | Santa Fe, NM 87501 | (505) 992-2897
If you're in the mood for a more casual dining experience, we recommend Azur, a Mediterranean Bistro & Wine Bar located on Agua Fria, just a 10-minute walk from the hotel. Azur is the creation of Eric Lamalle, owner of Ristra as well, and Xavier Gremet, Executive Chef. Dinner is served Tues-Sun beginning at 5:30 PM, and reservations are recommended.

La Casa Sena – 125 East Palace Avenue | Santa Fe, NM 87501 | (505) 988-9232
Just a 5-minute walk from the hotel, La Casa Sena is a fine dining restaurant offering classic Southwestern fare served in an historic setting. The restaurant also features La Cantina patio, where a talented waitstaff performs Broadway tunes as they serve you – a fun option
for those who want a more casual atmosphere. Dinner in both the main restaurant and patio is served daily beginning at 5:30 PM, and reservations are recommended.

**El Farol** – 808 Canyon Road | Santa Fe, NM 87501 | (505) 983-9912
Featuring innovative Spanish cuisine focused on tapas and paellas, and live entertainment, including flamenco dancing on select nights, El Farol is located about a 20-minute walk or 5-minute taxi from the hotel. Dinner is served daily and reservations are recommended.

**Ristra** – 548 Agua Fria | Santa Fe, NM 87501 | (505) 982-8608
Ristra strives to capture the simple and powerful spirit of New Mexico through its decor, ambiance and cuisine. Housed in a historical Victorian, Ristra’s cuisine mixes the flavors of France and the Southwest in an elegant setting. Ristra is just a 10-minute walk from the hotel. Dinner is served daily beginning at 5:30 PM, and reservations are recommended.

**Monday, April 30**
Enjoy complimentary breakfast between 7 AM - 11 AM via in-room dining or at the hotel’s restaurant, Luminaria – be sure to let them know you are with the MCASD Group. You can select from either the Full Continental Breakfast (Seasonal Fruit, Assorted Warm Danish and Muffins, Assorted Jams and Fruit Preserves, Organic Granola and Yogurt, Whole, 2% and Skim Milk, Fruit Juices, Fresh Brewed Coffee) or the American Breakfast (Two Farm Fresh Organic Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage, Breakfast Potatoes, Toast, Juice, Coffee). When presented with the bill, please sign this to your room number and it will be billed to our MCASD House Account.

10:30 AM  Depart Hotel

11 AM  Tour **Nic Nicosia’s Studio**

12:30 PM  Depart for restaurant

1 PM  Lunch at **Harry’s Roadhouse**
We’ll stop for a quick bite at this kitschy restaurant located in a rambling classic adobe just off Old Las Vegas Highway 98. Serving New Mexican and contemporary cuisine, the restaurant features artwork by Joel Nakamura, a Santa Fe local and regular at Harry’s.

2:30 PM  Bus departs for William Penhallow Henderson House

2:45 PM  Tour **William Penhallow Henderson House**
Built by William Penhallow Henderson and his wife, Alice Corbin in approximately 1922, this historic home characterizes Pueblo revival architecture. Henderson was not only a builder, but also a muralist (in the Santa Fe Federal Courthouse) and painter. Before leaving Chicago for Santa Fe, he had been commissioned for a mural by Frank Lloyd Wright. Several of his paintings can be seen throughout the home, which has been fully restored in recent years.

3:15 PM  Bus Departs for Canyon Road

3:30 PM  Time on your own to explore Canyon Road Galleries
Meet in front of Eight Modern Gallery *Tour and Reception with Director Jaquelin Loyd
Eight Modern opened in May 2007 in a historic 1860s farmhouse on Delgado Street. Specializing in modern and contemporary painting, photography, and sculpture, the gallery is committed to premiering works by internationally acclaimed artists, many whom have never before exhibited in Santa Fe. The current exhibition on view is:

Rebecca Shore: All in One
Rebecca Shore has been cultivating a personal body of work in Chicago since graduating from the School of the Art Institute in the early 1980s, drawing inspiration from a rich variety of intellectual and aesthetic sources. Her meticulous paintings and drawings have always been characterized by an abiding interest in pattern and system (she's the daughter of a scientist) and issues of signification.

Bus pick up and return to Hotel
Time on your own
Meet in Hotel Lobby
Bus departs for restaurant
Farewell Dinner at Geronimo
In its celebrated eighteen years, Geronimo has established a reputation as the place to dine in Santa Fe. Partners Eric DiStefano, Chris Harvey, Quinn Stevenson and Lloyd Abrams are dedicated to ensuring you the highest quality dining experience at this-cutting edge restaurant with its award-winning “global fusion” cuisine.

Enjoy complimentary breakfast between 7 AM - 11 AM via in-room dining or at the hotel’s restaurant, Luminaria – be sure to let them know you are with the MCASD Group. You can select from either the Full Continental Breakfast (Seasonal Fruit, Assorted Warm Danish and Muffins, Assorted Jams and Fruit Preserves, Organic Granola and Yogurt, Whole, 2% and Skim Milk, Fruit Juices, Fresh Brewed Coffee) or the American Breakfast (Two Farm Fresh Organic Eggs, Ham, Bacon or Sausage, Breakfast Potatoes, Toast, Juice, Coffee). When presented with the bill, please sign this to your room number and it will be billed to our MCASD House Account.

Check out of the Hotel
*Departures from Santa Fe Municipal Airport and Albuquerque International Sunport